CBD FTP UNCUT WAX CARTRIDGE INSTRUCTIONS
What is Uncut CBD Wax?
Many CBD cartridges on the market today are CUT with either PG/VG, MCT, hemp oil, or other chemical
carriers. These additives produce a thinned out, free flowing finished product and maximize profits by
“spreading out” the CBD milligrams to as many products as possible. CBD FTP does NOT do this. This
cartridge is a pure, 100% chemical-free, organic CBD vaping experience with high milligram potency.
Extra maintenance is required, but every ingredient is RAW and grown from the earth.

Does organic CBD vaping require more maintenance?
Yes! Since the oil inside is UNCUT, it solidifies quickly and must be warmed to keep everything towards
the bottom of the cartridge. The double-click preheat function on your battery is very important. Colder
weather may call for other heat sources like a heat gun, small flame, heater, or other source of warm
air. This cartridge is made of 100% quartz and is built to withstand high heat. Make sure you LET THE
MOUTHPIECE COOL after heating your cartridge.
NOTE: There is little to no maintenance required if you keep the cartridge UPRIGHT as much as possible.
Keeping the oil at the bottom on the cartridge and not letting it solidify while it’s laying down on its side
is the easiest way to maintain your cartridge.

Can you refill the cartridge?
Yes! This is an extremely high-quality cartridge that does not need to be tossed out once it is done. It
can easily be refilled and used again with any type of wax.

Cartridge feel stuck?
If the cartridge feels stuck at all, BLOW HARD into it. This will clear the airways. REMEMBER! THERE IS
ADJUSTABLE AIR FLOW BUILT IN THE TOP OF THE CARTRIDGE! Make sure the air holes are OPEN by
twisting the metal adjustable band towards the mouthpiece. If the holes are closed, it will seem clogged.

Oil looking darker after regular use?
This is very normal. As the oil is used more and more you may notice the golden color getting slightly
more amber colored. Do not be alarmed! This is a natural carbon build up from constant heating and
cooling of the wax.

